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Equality Effect The
Gender Equality, the fifth UN Sustainable Development Goal (SDG 5), aims for the
elimination of all forms of discrimination against women and girls. It thereby
addresses all forms of violence, unpaid and unacknowledged care and domestic
work, as well as the need for equal opportunities for leadership at all levels of
decision-making in political, economic and public life. Thus, the areas in which
changes with regard to gender equality on a global scale are needed are very
broad. In this volume, we focus on three main areas of inquiry, 'Sexuality',
'Politics of Difference' and 'Care, Work and Family', and raise the following
transversal questions: How can gender be addressed in an intersectional
perspective, linking gender to further categories of difference, which are involved
in discrimination? In which ways are binary notions of gender taking part in
inequality regimes and by which means can these binaries be questioned? How
can we measure, control and portray progress with regard to gender equality and
how do we, in doing so, define gender? Which multi-, inter- or transdisciplinary
perspectives are needed for understanding the diversity of gender, in order to
support a transition to 'gender equality'? Transitioning to Gender Equality is part
of MDPI's new Open Access book series Transitioning to Sustainability. With this
series, MDPI pursues environmentally and socially relevant research which
contributes to efforts toward a sustainable world. Transitioning to Sustainability
aims to add to the conversation about regional and global sustainable
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development according to the 17 SDGs. Set to be published in 2020/2021, the
book series is intended to reach beyond disciplinary, even academic boundaries.
MDPI supports the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals. For use of the
SDG logos and design, please see the according Guidelines for the use of the SDG
logo, color wheel, and 17 icons.
Are mass violence and catastrophes the only forces that can seriously decrease
economic inequality? To judge by thousands of years of history, the answer is yes.
Tracing the global history of inequality from the Stone Age to today, Walter
Scheidel shows that it never dies peacefully. The Great Leveler is the first book to
chart the crucial role of violent shocks in reducing inequality over the full sweep
of human history around the world. The “Four Horsemen” of leveling—massmobilization warfare, transformative revolutions, state collapse, and catastrophic
plagues—have repeatedly destroyed the fortunes of the rich. Today, the violence
that reduced inequality in the past seems to have diminished, and that is a good
thing. But it casts serious doubt on the prospects for a more equal future. An
essential contribution to the debate about inequality, The Great Leveler provides
important new insights about why inequality is so persistent—and why it is
unlikely to decline anytime soon.
Gender equality is a moral and a business imperative. But unconscious bias holds
us back and de-biasing minds has proven to be difficult and expensive. Behavioral
design offers a new solution. Iris Bohnet shows that by de-biasing organizations
instead of individuals, we can make smart changes that have big impacts—often
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at low cost and high speed.
The civil rights movement of the 1960s improved the political and legal status of
African Americans, but the quest for equality in employment and economic wellbeing has lagged behind. Blacks are more than twice as likely as whites to be
employed in lower-paying service jobs or to be unemployed, are three times as
likely to live in poverty, and have a median household income barely half of that
for white households. What accounts for these disparities, and what possibilities
are there for overcoming obstacles to black economic progress? This book seeks
answers to these questions through a combined quantitative and qualitative study
of six municipalities in Florida. Factors impeding the quest for equality include
employer discrimination, inadequate education, increasing competition for jobs
from white females and Latinos, and a lack of transportation, job training,
affordable childcare, and other sources of support, which makes it difficult for
blacks to compete effectively. Among factors aiding in the quest is the impact of
black political power in enhancing opportunities for African Americans in
municipal employment. The authors conclude by proposing a variety of
ameliorative measures: strict enforcement of antidiscrimination laws; public
policies to provide disadvantaged people with a good education, adequate shelter
and food, and decent jobs; and self-help efforts by blacks to counter selfdestructive attitudes and activities.
World Social Report 2020
From Here to Equality
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The Spirit Level
New Mechanisms, New Evidence
Blacks and the Quest for Economic Equality
Education and Equality

While progress has been made in increasing female labor force
participation (FLFP) in the last 20 years, large gaps remain.
The latest Fund research shows that improving gender diversity
can result in larger economic gains than previously thought.
Indeed, gender diversity brings benefits all its own. Women
bring new skills to the workplace. This may reflect social norms
and their impact on upbringing and social interactions, or
underlying differences in risk preference and response to
incentives for example. As such, there is an economic benefit
from diversity, that is from bringing women into the labor
force, over and above the benefit resulting from more (male)
workers. The study finds that male and female labor are
imperfect substitutes in production, and therefore gender
differences in the labor force matter. The results also imply
that standard models, which ignore such differences, understate
the favorable impact of gender inclusion on growth, and
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misattribute to technology a part of growth that is actually
caused by women’s participation. The study further suggests that
narrowing gender gaps benefits both men and women, because of a
boost to male wages from higher FLFP. The paper also examines
the role of women in the process of sectoral reallocation from
traditional agriculture to services and the resulting effect on
productivity and growth. Because FLFP is relatively high in
services, sectoral reallocation along development paths serves
to boost gender parity and productivity.
Gender-Class Equality in Political Economies offers an in-depth
analysis of gender-class equality across six countries to reveal
why gender-class equality in paid and unpaid work remains
elusive, and what more policy might do to achieve better social
and economic outcomes. This book is the first to meld cross-time
with cross-country comparisons, link macro structures to micro
behavior, and connect class with gender dynamics to yield fresh
insights into where we are on the road to gender equality, why
it varies across industrialized countries, and the barriers to
further progress.
Economic inequality is one of the most divisive issues of our
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time. Yet few would argue that inequality is a greater evil than
poverty. The poor suffer because they don't have enough, not
because others have more, and some have far too much. So why do
many people appear to be more distressed by the rich than by the
poor? In this provocative book, the #1 New York Times
bestselling author of On Bullshit presents a compelling and
unsettling response to those who believe that the goal of social
justice should be economic equality or less inequality. Harry
Frankfurt, one of the most influential moral philosophers in the
world, argues that we are morally obligated to eliminate
poverty—not achieve equality or reduce inequality. Our focus
should be on making sure everyone has a sufficient amount to
live a decent life. To focus instead on inequality is
distracting and alienating. At the same time, Frankfurt argues
that the conjunction of vast wealth and poverty is offensive. If
we dedicate ourselves to making sure everyone has enough, we may
reduce inequality as a side effect. But it’s essential to see
that the ultimate goal of justice is to end poverty, not
inequality. A serious challenge to cherished beliefs on both the
political left and right, On Inequality promises to have a
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profound impact on one of the great debates of our time.
In this timely book William Ryan, author of Blaming the Victim,
analyzes how and why the "vulnerable majority" of Americans,
though "created equal," lives under the permanent and shaming
threat of inequality. While noting that we formally exalt
equality in such documents as the Declaration of Independence
and even in everyday expressions about fair play, equal
opportunity, and the common good, Ryan graphically shows how we
nevertheless "play the game" in various spheres of public life
by rules that divide people into winners and losers, superior
and inferior rules that, in short, institutionalize inequality.
A critique of this inhospitable system of beliefs, Equality also
suggests that the foundations of true equality are not alien to
the American tradition.
Rethinking Development Strategies and Macroeconomic Policies
The Equality Effect
The Pursuit of Equality in American History
Why Fair and Equal Treatment Benefits Us All
Communities in Action
Violence and the History of Inequality from the Stone Age to the
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Twenty-First Century
Unlike other regions around the world, several Latin American countries have managed to
reduce income inequality over the last decade. Higher growth rates and growing employment,
but also innovative wage policies and social programs, have contributed to reducing poverty
and narrow income disparities. Yet, despite this progress, nation-states in the region
demonstrate little capacity to substantially change their patterns of deeply rooted inequalities.
Focusing on the limits and challenges of redistributive policies in Latin America, this volume
synthesizes and updates the discussion of inequality in the region, introducing the perspective
of global and transnational interdependencies. The book explores the extent to which
redistributive policies have been interlinked with the provision and quality of public goods as
well as with structural changes of the productive sector. Inspired by structuralist and
neostructuralist thinking of Latin American economists, such as Raúl Prebisch and Celso
Furtado, authors question the redistributive impact of the interplay of recent macroeconomic,
fiscal and social policies, particularly under left and center-left administrations committed to
greater equality. Bringing together experts in social, fiscal and macroeconomic policies to
investigate the interdependent and global character of inequalities, this book will appeal to
scholars of sociology, economics, development and politics with interests in Latin America,
inequality and public policy.
This report examines the links between inequality and other major global trends (or
megatrends), with a focus on technological change, climate change, urbanization and
international migration. The analysis pays particular attention to poverty and labour market
trends, as they mediate the distributional impacts of the major trends selected. It also provides
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policy recommendations to manage these megatrends in an equitable manner and considers
the policy implications, so as to reduce inequalities and support their implementation.
The last 200 years have witnessed a 100-fold leap in well-being. Deirdre McCloskey argues
that most people today are stunningly better off than their forbearers were in 1800, and that the
rest of humanity will soon be. A purely materialist, incentivist view of economic change does
not explain this leap. We have now the third in McCloskey's three-volume opus about how
bourgeois values transformed Europe. Volume 3 nails the case for that transfiguration, telling
us how aristocratic virtues of hierarchy were replaced by bourgeois virtues (more precisely, by
attitudes toward virtues) that made it possible for ordinary folk with novel ideas to change the
way people, farmed, manufactured, traveled, ruled themselves, and fought. It is a dramatic
story, and joins a dramatic debate opened up by Thomas Piketty in his best-selling Capital in
the 21st Century. McCloskey insists that economists are far too preoccupied by capital and
saving, arguing against the position (of Piketty and most others) that capital induces a
tendency to get more, that money reproduces itself, that riches are created from riches. Not so,
our intrepid McCloskey shows. Bill Gates and Steve Jobs, among the biggest wealth
accumulators in our era, didn't get rich through the magic of compound interest on capital.
They got rich through intellectual property, creating billions of dollars from virtually nothing.
Capital was no more important an ingredient to the original Apple or Microsoft than cookies or
cucumbers. The debate is between those who think riches are created from riches versus
those who, with McCloskey, think riches are created from rags, between those who see profits
as a generous return on capital, or profits coming from innovation that ultimately benefits us all.
Health inequalities are the most important inequalities of all. In the US and the UK these
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inequalities have now reached an extent not seen for over a century. Most people's health is
much better now than then, but the gaps in life expectancy between regions, between cities,
and between neighbourhoods within cities now surpass the worst measures over the last
hundred years. In almost all other affluent countries, inequalities in health are lower and people
live longer. In his new book, academic and writer Danny Dorling describes the current extent of
inequalities in health as the scandal of our times. He provides nine new chapters and updates
a wide selection of his highly influential writings on health, including international-peer
reviewed studies, annotated lectures, newspaper articles, and interview transcripts, to create
an accessible collection that is both contemporary and authoritative. As a whole the book
shows conclusively that inequalities in health are the scandal of our times in the most unequal
of rich nations and calls for immediate action to reduce these inequalities in the near future.
The scandal of our times
The Effect of Education on Opportunity, Inequality, and Social Conflict
Levelling the Playing Field
Girls' Education in the Twenty-first Century
Gender-Class Equality in Political Economies
Economic Equality and Fertility in Developing Countries
This book briefly reviews sociological, economic, and demographic
literature pertaining to the relationship between income and fertility
in developed and developing countries. He presents a conceptual
framework to examine how fertility responds to changes in the
distribution of household income. The analysis of data from Puerto
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Rico, Korea, and rural India is carefully executed, and conclusive
policy implications are discussed. Originally published in 1979
Originally published in 1975, Equality and Efficiency: The Big
Tradeoff is a very personal work from one of the most important
macroeconomists of the last hundred years. And this new edition
includes "Further Thoughts on Equality and Efficiency," a paper
published by the author two years later. In classrooms Arthur M. Okun
may be best remembered for Okun's Law, but his lasting legacy is the
respect and admiration he earned from economists, practitioners, and
policymakers. Equality and Efficiency is the perfect embodiment of
that legacy, valued both by professional economists and those readers
with a keen interest in social policy. To his fellow economists, Okun
presents messages, in the form of additional comments and select
citations, in his footnotes. To all readers, Okun presents an engaging
dual theme: the market needs a place, and the market needs to be kept
in its place. As Okun puts it: Institutions in a capitalist democracy
prod us to get ahead of our neighbors economically after telling us to
stay in line socially. This double standard professes and pursues an
egalitarian political and social system while simultaneously
generating gaping disparities in economic well-being. Today, Okun's
dual theme feels incredibly prescient as we grapple with the hotbutton topic of income inequality. In his foreword, Lawrence H.
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Summers declares: On what one might think of as questions of "economic
philosophy," I doubt that Okun has been improved on in the subsequent
interval. His discussion of how societies rely on rights as well as
markets should be required reading for all young economists who are
enamored with market solutions to all problems. With a new foreword by
Lawrence H. Summers
In this book, Natalie Persadie explains that, among developing
countries, the achievement of legal advances for women—at either the
international or national levels—is particularly difficult where
practical measures are not subsequently implemented. She examines the
need for financial and human resources to make such legal measures
effective.
The contributors to this edited volume explore the effects of various
development strategies and associated macroeconomic policies on
women’s well-being and progress towards gender equality. Detailed
analyses of major UN reports on gender reveal the different approaches
to assessing absolute and relative progress for women and the need to
take into account the specifics of policy regimes when making such
assessments. The book argues that neoliberal policies, especially the
liberalization of trade and investment, make it difficult to close
gender wage and earnings gaps, and new gender sensitive policies need
to be devised. These and other issues are all examined in more detail
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in several gendered development histories of countries from Latin
America and Asia.
Equality in the Economy
Equality of Opportunity for Sexual and Gender Minorities
Not Enough
Economic Gains From Gender Inclusion
The Idea of Equal Opportunity and Its Place in Egalitarian Thought
The Great Leveler

Trade can dramatically improve women’s lives, creating new jobs, enhancing
consumer choices, and increasing women’s bargaining power in society. It can also
lead to job losses and a concentration of work in low-skilled employment. Given the
complexity and specificity of the relationship between trade and gender, it is
essential to assess the potential impact of trade policy on both women and men and
to develop appropriate, evidence-based policies to ensure that trade helps to
enhance opportunities for all. Research on gender equality and trade has been
constrained by limited data and a lack of understanding of the connections among
the economic roles that women play as workers, consumers, and decision makers.
Building on new analyses and new sex-disaggregated data, Women and Trade: The
Role of Trade in Promoting Gender Equality aims to advance the understanding of
the relationship between trade and gender equality and to identify a series of
opportunities through which trade can improve the lives of women.
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Gender Equality has not yet been achieved in many western countries. Switzerland
in particular has failed as a forerunner in integrating women in politics and
economy. Taking Switzerland as a case study, the authors critically reflect the state
of gender equality in different policy areas such as education, family and labour.
The collection of articles reveals how gender policies and cultural contexts interact
with social practices of gender (in)equality. They also outline the gender(ed) effects
of recent changes and reform strategies for scientists, politicians and practitioners.
Despite legal and social advances in the past two decades, sexual orientation and
gender identity (SOGI) people continue to face widespread discrimination and
violence in many countries. This discrimination and violence lead to exclusion,
which adversely impacts their lives, as well as the communities and economies in
which they live. A major barrier to addressing this stigma and sexual orientation
and gender identity-based exclusion is the lack of SOGI-specic data. Robust,
quantitative data on diÂ‚erential development experiences and outcomes of sexual
and gender minorities--especially those in developing countries--is extremely thin.
This paucity of data jeopardizes the achievement of the Sustainable Development
Goals and countries' commitment to the principle of 'leaving no one behind' in the
effÂ‚ort to end poverty and inequality. 'Equality of Opportunity for Sexual and
Gender Minorities' assesses the unique challenges that sexual and gender
minorities face in six important areas: (i) Criminalization and SOGI (ii) Access to
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education (iii) Access to the labor market (iv) Access to public services and social
protection (v) Civil and political inclusion (vi) Protection from hate crimes. This
report covÂ‚ers numerous policy recommendations to prevent and eliminate
discriminatory practices in all of the areas covered. It also seeks to infÂŽuence
legislative changes and support research on institutions and regulations that can
ultimately lead to poverty reduction and shared prosperity. At the same time, it
acknowledges that the mere existence of inclusive laws and regulations does not
ensure that sexual and gender minorities are free from discrimination--the
enforcement of those laws is crucial. This publication, the Â first in a series of
studies, will be expanded from the 16 countries included here to a wider set of
countries for more in-depth quantitative analysis and to identify possible
correlations with socioeconomic outcomes. It will seek to deepen knowledge,
facilitate peer learning of good practices, and encourage reforms to increase the
inclusion of sexual and gender minorities.
In the United States, some populations suffer from far greater disparities in health
than others. Those disparities are caused not only by fundamental differences in
health status across segments of the population, but also because of inequities in
factors that impact health status, so-called determinants of health. Only part of an
individual's health status depends on his or her behavior and choice; communitywide problems like poverty, unemployment, poor education, inadequate housing,
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poor public transportation, interpersonal violence, and decaying neighborhoods also
contribute to health inequities, as well as the historic and ongoing interplay of
structures, policies, and norms that shape lives. When these factors are not optimal
in a community, it does not mean they are intractable: such inequities can be
mitigated by social policies that can shape health in powerful ways. Communities in
Action: Pathways to Health Equity seeks to delineate the causes of and the solutions
to health inequities in the United States. This report focuses on what communities
can do to promote health equity, what actions are needed by the many and varied
stakeholders that are part of communities or support them, as well as the root
causes and structural barriers that need to be overcome.
A Synthesis of the Proceedings of a Workshop
'Women', Equality and Category Politics
Social Justice and Gender Equality
Inequality and the 1%
Inequality in a Rapidly Changing World
The No-Nonsense Guide to Equality
Since
while
haves
found

the
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great recession hit in 2008, the 1% has only grown richer
rest find life increasingly tough. The gap between the
the have-nots has turned into a chasm. While the rich have
ways of protecting their wealth, everyone else has suffered
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the penalties of austerity. But inequality is more than just
economics. Being born outside the 1% has a dramatic impact on a
person's potential: reducing life expectancy, limiting education and
work prospects, and even affecting mental health. What is to be done?
In Inequality and the 1% leading social thinker Danny Dorling lays
bare the extent and true cost of the division in our society and asks
what have the superrich ever done for us. He shows that inquality is
the greatest threat we face and why we must urgently redress the
balance.
The Equality EffectNew Internationalist
The Fund has recognized in recent years that one cannot separate
issues of economic growth and stability on one hand and equality on
the other. Indeed, there is a strong case for considering inequality
and an inability to sustain economic growth as two sides of the same
coin. Central to the Fund’s mandate is providing advice that will
enable members’ economies to grow on a sustained basis. But the Fund
has rightly been cautious about recommending the use of
redistributive policies given that such policies may themselves
undercut economic efficiency and the prospects for sustained growth
(the so-called “leaky bucket” hypothesis written about by the famous
Yale economist Arthur Okun in the 1970s). This SDN follows up the
previous SDN on inequality and growth by focusing on the role of
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redistribution. It finds that, from the perspective of the best
available macroeconomic data, there is not a lot of evidence that
redistribution has in fact undercut economic growth (except in
extreme cases). One should be careful not to assume therefore—as Okun
and others have—that there is a big tradeoff between redistribution
and growth. The best available macroeconomic data do not support such
a conclusion.
The author looks to the origins of equality in Greek thought and the
idea's important in the eighteenth century to understand the
tenacious attraction it has had for American over more than two
hundred years of political, legal, and social controversy.
Challenges for Redistribution
Gender Equality in Context
Human Rights in an Unequal World
Gender Equality, Poverty and Economic Growth
Justice and Equality Here and Now
American education as we know it today—guaranteed by the state to serve every child in the country—is
still less than a hundred years old. It’s no wonder we haven’t agreed yet as to exactly what role
education should play in our society. In these Tanner Lectures, Danielle Allen brings us much closer,
examining the ideological impasse between vocational and humanistic approaches that has plagued
educational discourse, offering a compelling proposal to finally resolve the dispute. Allen argues that
education plays a crucial role in the cultivation of political and social equality and economic fairness,
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but that we have lost sight of exactly what that role is and should be. Drawing on thinkers such as John
Rawls and Hannah Arendt, she sketches out a humanistic baseline that re-links education to equality,
showing how doing so can help us reframe policy questions. From there, she turns to civic education,
showing that we must reorient education’s trajectory toward readying students for lives as democratic
citizens. Deepened by commentaries from leading thinkers Tommie Shelby, Marcelo Suárez-Orozco,
Michael Rebell, and Quiara Alegría Hudes that touch on issues ranging from globalization to law to
linguistic empowerment, this book offers a critical clarification of just how important education is to
democratic life, as well as a stirring defense of the humanities.
A wide-ranging exploration of why inequality persists and what can be done about it.
"Equality of opportunity for all" is a fine piece of political rhetoric but the ideal that lies behind it is
slippery to say the least. Some see it as an alternative to a more robust form of egalitarianism, whilst
others think that when it is properly understood it provides us with a real radical vision of what it is to
level the playing field. This book combines a meritocratic conception of equality of opportunity that
governs access to advantaged social positions, withredistributive principles that seek to mitigate the
effects of differences in people's circumstances. Taken together, these spell out what it is to level the
playing field in the way that justice requires.Oxford Political Theory presents the best new work in
contemporary political theory. It is intended to be broad in scope, including original contributions to
political philosophy, and also work in applied political theory. The series will contain works of
outstanding quality with no restriction as to approach or subject matter.Series Editors: Will Kymlicka,
David Miller, and Alan Ryan
"This book makes a major contribution to an issue of central concern to feminists. It is well written,
thoroughly researched and thoughtfully argued. Wide-ranging and comprehensive in scope, the book is
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carefully structured, using different countries to illustrate the specific ways in which affirmative action
is co-opted and contained in practice' - Jeanne Gregory, Middlesex University " This timely and incisive
book brings a theoretical lens to the debates around affirmative action. It presents a comparative
analysis of those countries reputed to be leading the way in policies for women - the United States,
Canada, Australia, Sweden, The Netherlands and Norway. Carol Lee Bacchi draws upon current social
and feminist theory to present a lucid analysis of the implementation of reform. Taking account of the
particular historical context of affirmative action policies, she considers why expressed commitment to
affirmative action for women has failed to translate into meaningful reform. She describes how
conceptual and identity categories are given meanings and positioned in debate in ways which work to
contain the effects of the reform. Bacchi concludes that proponents of affirmative action need to direct
more attention to the political uses of categories than to their abstract content, and to concentrate their
efforts upon exposing the effects of category politics.
Bourgeois Equality
How Ideas, Not Capital Or Institutions, Enriched the World
On Inequality
Equality
The Illusion of Equality
Why Greater Equality Makes Societies Stronger
The age of human rights has been kindest to the rich. Even as state
violations of political rights garnered unprecedented attention due to
human rights campaigns, a commitment to material equality
disappeared. In its place, market fundamentalism has emerged as the
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dominant force in national and global economies. In this provocative
book, Samuel Moyn analyzes how and why we chose to make human
rights our highest ideals while simultaneously neglecting the demands of
a broader social and economic justice. In a pioneering history of rights
stretching back to the Bible, Not Enough charts how twentieth-century
welfare states, concerned about both abject poverty and soaring wealth,
resolved to fulfill their citizens’ most basic needs without forgetting to
contain how much the rich could tower over the rest. In the wake of two
world wars and the collapse of empires, new states tried to take welfare
beyond its original European and American homelands and went so far as
to challenge inequality on a global scale. But their plans were foiled as a
neoliberal faith in markets triumphed instead. Moyn places the career of
the human rights movement in relation to this disturbing shift from the
egalitarian politics of yesterday to the neoliberal globalization of today.
Exploring why the rise of human rights has occurred alongside enduring
and exploding inequality, and why activists came to seek remedies for
indigence without challenging wealth, Not Enough calls for more
ambitious ideals and movements to achieve a humane and equitable
world.
Persuasive evidence demonstrates that gender equality in education is
central to economic development. Despite more than two decades of
accumulated knowledge and evidence of what works in improving gender
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equality, progress on the ground remains slow and uneven across
countries. What is missing? Given that education is a critical path to
accelerate progress toward gender equality and the empowerment of
women, what is holding us back? These questions were discussed at the
global symposium Education: A Critical Path to Gender Equality and
Women's Empowerment, which was sponsored by the World Bank in
October 2007. Girls' Education in the 21st Century is based on
background papers developed for the symposium. The book's chapters
reflect the current state of knowledge on education from a gender
perspective and highlight the importance of, and challenges to, female
education, as well as the interdependence of education and development
objectives. The last chapter presents five strategic directions for
advancing gender equality in education and their implications for World
Bank operations. Girls' Education in the 21st Century will be of particular
interest to researchers, educators, school administrators, and policy
makers at the global, national, regional, and municipal levels.
The miniscule motion of a butterfly’s wings can trigger a tornado half a
world away, according to chaos theory. Catharine A. MacKinnon’s
collected work on gender inequality—including new pieces—argues that
the right seemingly minor interventions in the legal realm can have a
butterfly effect that generates major social and cultural transformations.
The Equality Effect is almost magical. In more equal countries, human
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beings are generally happier and healthier, there is less crime, more
creativity and higher educational attainment. Danny Dorling delivers all
evidence that is now so overwhelming that it should be changing politics
and society all over the world. For the past four decades, many countries,
including the US and the UK, have chosen the path to greater inequality
on the assumption that there is no alternative. Yet even under
globalization, other nations continue to take a different road. The time
will come when The Equality Effect will be as readily accepted as women
voting or former colonies gaining independence—and it will come very
soon. From one of the world's top social scientists comes a compelling
argument for public policy to prioritize equality, fully-evidenced with
statistics and sprinkled with black and white illustrations. Most
importantly, he demonstrates where greater equality is currently to be
found, and how we can set The Equality Effect in motion everywhere.
Danny Dorling is a social geographer and the Halford Mackinder Professor
of Geography at the University of Oxford. His work concerns issues of
housing, health, employment, education and poverty. He has written
extensively about the widening gap between rich and poor and his work
regularly appears in the media.He is author The No-Nonsense Guide to
Equality; The Atlas of the Real World; Unequal Health; Inequality and the
1%, and Injustice: Why social inequalities persist. His views are often
sought by policy makers.
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The Political Economy of Employment in Southern Communities in the
United States
What Works
Equality and Efficiency
Policies and Practices in Switzerland
Butterfly Politics
Redistribution, Inequality, and Growth

Racism and discrimination have choked economic opportunity for African
Americans at nearly every turn. At several historic moments, the trajectory
of racial inequality could have been altered dramatically. Perhaps no
moment was more opportune than the early days of Reconstruction, when
the U.S. government temporarily implemented a major redistribution of land
from former slaveholders to the newly emancipated enslaved. But neither
Reconstruction nor the New Deal nor the civil rights struggle led to an
economically just and fair nation. Today, systematic inequality persists in
the form of housing discrimination, unequal education, police brutality,
mass incarceration, employment discrimination, and massive wealth and
opportunity gaps. Economic data indicates that for every dollar the average
white household holds in wealth the average black household possesses a
mere ten cents. In From Here to Equality, William Darity Jr. and A. Kirsten
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Mullen confront these injustices head-on and make the most
comprehensive case to date for economic reparations for U.S. descendants
of slavery. After opening the book with a stark assessment of the
intergenerational effects of white supremacy on black economic well-being,
Darity and Mullen look to both the past and the present to measure the
inequalities borne of slavery. Using innovative methods that link monetary
values to historical wrongs, they next assess the literal and figurative costs
of justice denied in the 155 years since the end of the Civil War. Finally,
Darity and Mullen offer a detailed roadmap for an effective reparations
program, including a substantial payment to each documented U.S. black
descendant of slavery. Taken individually, any one of the three eras of
injustice outlined by Darity and Mullen--slavery, Jim Crow, and modern-day
discrimination--makes a powerful case for black reparations. Taken
collectively, they are impossible to ignore.
It is common knowledge that, in rich societies, the poor have worse health
and suffer more from almost every social problem. This book explains why
inequality is the most serious problem societies face today.
Eight outstanding scholars contribute to this collection original essays on
the philosophical foundations and political implications of egalitarian
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justice. The positions represented span the political spectrum, and the
debate moves back and forth between the theoretical and the practical.
Expressing often radically different political points of view, the contributors
discuss such topics as individual rights, human good, mutual
indebtedness, sexual relations, the family, individual desert, private
property, self-ownership, and the welfare state.
An economist demonstrates how LGBT equality and inclusion within
organizations increases their bottom line and allows for countries’
economies to flourish We know that homophobia harms LGBT individuals
in many ways, but economist M. V. Lee Badgett argues that in addition to
moral and human rights reasons for equality, we can now also make a
financial argument. Finding that homophobia and transphobia cost 1% or
more of a country’s GDP, Badgett expertly uses recent research and
statistics to analyze how these hostile practices and environments affect
both the US and global economies. LGBT equality remains a persistent and
pertinent issue. The continued passing of discriminatory laws, people
being fired from jobs for their sexual orientation and/or gender identity,
harassment and bullying in school, violence and hate crimes on the streets,
exclusion from intolerant families, and health effects of stigma all make it
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incredibly difficult to live a good life. Examining the consequences of antiLGBT practices across multiple countries, including the US, Canada, the
UK, Australia, India and the Philippines, Badgett reveals the expensive
repercussions of hate and discrimination, and how our economy loses
when we miss out on the full benefit of LGBT people’s potential
contributions.
Pathways to Health Equity
Transitioning to Gender Equality
Women and Trade
A Critical Analysis of the Efficacy of Law as a Tool to Achieve Gender
Equality
The Politics of Affirmative Action
Reparations for Black Americans in the Twenty-First Century
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